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Abstract. Bilingual topic detection is a vital application of natural language processing in the Internet

plus Era and trend of economic globalization. At present, the method of bilingual topic detection can't

solve the problem of bilingual topic inconsistent distribution. Aiming at the shortcoming, this paper

introduces a based on maximal clique method to find bilingual topic detection of Chinese and Thai feature

words. First of all, extract the information of news with keywords of each Chinese and Thai documents

through the TextRank algorithm. Next, disambiguate by means of the similarity combined with Chinese

and Thai dictionary. Then, use credible association rules to cluster Chinese and Thai feature words, which

generates maximal clique of bilingual topic. Finally, cluster similar maximal clique of topic to obtain the

collection of final topic. According to the needs of users, the method can recommend a bilingual topic of

different sizes. The test of Chinese and Thai news texts in January 2016 made good achievement. From

the perspective of cross-language word clustering, the algorithm effectively solves the problem of

inconsistency of bilingual topic distribution reasonably, and has the advantages of no need to estimate the

number of topics and low time complexity, so it is suitable for the application of online discovery in

bilingual topic.

Keywords. Chinese, Thai, maximal cliques, credible association rule, TextRank, bilingual topics

detection.

1 Introduction

With the development of information technology, Internet has become an important channel for organizations or
individuals to understand the trends of other countries. Now, Internet generates a massive amount of data every day, it
is quite difficult that cover the useful news text, and there is a huge language barrier between Chinese and other
languages. Therefore, it become a hot topic of public opinion monitoring, information competition, bilingual
information retrieval that obtain the timely and effective foreign topic information in a massive amount of data. At
present, in the field of cross-language topic detection, the mainly approaches are machine translation [1] or bilingual
dictionary [2] and parallel corpus in the perspective of solving the language barrier. The method of based on machine
translation or bilingual dictionary, it transforms cross-language texts into the texts of monolingual, then it analyzes
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topics of single language. BNN (2000) proposed a Chinese-English topic detection and tracking system based on
Machine Translation [1]. Ying-Ju Chen et al. (2002) used word vector cosine similarity based on English-Chinese
dictionary to calculate the multi-language related topic detection, and they compared similarity of topics with Chinese
to English and English to Chinese and not translation etc [3]. The method of based on parallel corpus, such as the LDA
of bilingual, it is obtained the topic distribution of cross-language [4,5]. Mimno D et al. (2009) presented the
multi-language topic model based on the extension LDA, and it had topic detection effect slightly worse than the
monolingual LDA in the condition of large language differences.

The above methods had achieved some effect. But they didn't solve the bilingual topic inconsistent problem of
feature word distribution in the process of topic detection, and the number of topics must be predicted in advance. The
language barrier in the cross-language topic detection increases the difficulty of accurately predicting the number of
topic. Therefore, the above methods are less effective, and they are not suitable for the application of the topic detection
online. In order to solve the above problems, this paper found a method of Chinese-Thai bilingual topic detection online
base on maximal clique clustering. First of all, this method adopts TextRank algorithm [6] to extract keywords of
Chinese-Thai news text, then combination with named entities and the first paragraph information of topic generated
feature word sequence of news. Next, the use of bilingual dictionaries and similarity disambiguation algorithm obtain
the co-occurrence correlation relationship of the Chinese-Thai feature word in the news corpus to construct the
co-occurrence adjacency matrix of the Chinese-Thai feature word, then to obtain the set of initial maximum clique topic
through the maximum clique mining algorithm. Finally, to cluster similar maximal clique of topic obtain the collection
of final topic. This paper provides a description of the ordered bilingual news topics with different sizes. In this paper,
the experiment by Chinese-Thai news corpus of January 2016, compared the different generation ways of maximum
clique topic and the comparison results with other methods of bilingual topic detection. The experimental results show
that the time efficiency of the method is the best, and the F value is 69.03%, which is achieved by the method of this
paper.

2 The cross-language topic detection online process

2.1 Extraction news keywords and generating news information by TextRank algorithm

To express the same theme, there is a certain semantic relationships between words in the same text words. In this paper,
it extracts Chinese-Thai news keywords in each news by TextRank algorithm. The essence of the algorithm is a sorting
algorithm based on graph. It seen the Chinese-Thai vocabulary as vertices in the graph and reflect the relationship
between them by undirected edges between the vertices.

According to basic theory of Sort algorithm based on graph, you can establish a connection between the words
having a semantic relationship, then to calculate number of scores words according to mutual "vote" between the words
recursive, each word of the score depends on the other word vote and fraction size of it, finally, select high-scoring
words for the important words. And which does not have any words to connect words is an isolated point [6,11].
Mihalcea R and others have already proven that whether the graph have directions will not have much impact on
keyword extraction. In this paper, I adopt undirected graph model. To calculate each word score by using iteration in
the figure, the higher the score is, the more important to the word is. Finally Each Chinese-Thai News Documents
obtained most important keywords before K corresponds. Candidate word score is calculated as shown in Equation 1:
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Where )( iVWS is the vertex jV (That word score of j ), d is the ratio of two parts of the score distribution, )( iVLink is a
cable of the point of the set of points.
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2.2 Based on credit association rule mining the topic maximum clique of Chinese-Thai
cross-language

The theoretical basis for mining topic maximum clique is the co-occurrence relationship of the related topic feature
words. This paper addressed the statistical problem of the Chinese-Thai feature word’s co-occurrence relationship by
Chinese-Thai bilingual dictionary and the disambiguation algorithm of Chinese candidate translation similarity.

2.2.1 Chinese-Thai feature words similarity disambiguation algorithm

In this paper, it considers translation of Thai to Chinese. First of all, it makes part-of-speech tagging and entities realize
in Thai text through the lexical analysis tool of the laboratory development [19]. Through the process of 2.1 to generate
a news feature words sequence, then words of the words sequence find the Chinese translation words with
part-of-speech based on bilingual dictionary. Because of the difference of Chinese and Thai language, there are some
ambiguous words in Chinese-Thai test feature words. Through TextRank algorithm to find 5 unambiguous Thai nouns
of the highest score vote for Thai translation words, and the highest score indicates that the five nouns are the most
closely related to the translation word. To translate the five nouns into Chinese words, then to judge the similarity
between the candidate word and the five Chinese words, the word of the highest similarity is the Chinese translation
word. Such as, the Thai word of ���D�����L has two meanings in the Thai-Chinese bilingual dictionaries, and the two
meanings are atomic nucleus and cell nucleus [17]. But words if the five unambiguous Thai nouns translated into
Chinese word for North Korea, country, Jeong-eun Kim, weapons and earthquake. It is obvious that the word
distribution similarity between atomic nucleus and the five related words is higher than cell nucleus. So, it judges the
word of Chinese translation as atomic nucleus.

In this paper, it calculated the word similarity through the Google word2vec [12] tool. The word2vec is a
open-source tool for Google in 2013, it can be used to effectively characterize the real-value vector from word, then the
similarity of vector space can be used to represent the semantic similarity of word. Using word2vec to train the news
corpus of Sogou Laboratory. Each word is represented by 200-dimensional word vector distribution, and using cosine
similarity to calculate the similarity between any two words.

2.2.2 The Chinese-Thai mapping dictionary of one-to-many

The differences of language culture between Chinese and Thai and the phenomena of logogram omission in news make
some topic feature words between them be not the simple relationship of word alignment. There exists a phenomenon of
verbal nominalization [13] and compound words formed by a combination of simple words [14] in Thai. For example,
“express delivery” is a word in Chinese, while its meaning is “�eani�/piece, e‸��/fast (this means something fast.)”.
Because some Chinese phrases correspond to a word of Thai, at the same time some Thai phrases may also correspond
to a word of Chinese, this paper developed a special vocabulary of Chinese and Thai. The vocabulary contained some
Chinese-Thai dictionaries which had segmentation of different sizes but the same meaning from Thai to Chinese. It was
suitable for the translation of Chinese-Thai words in bilingual news. Some words are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The one-to-many bilingual dictionary of Chinese-Thai.

Thai word Chinese word

�ul day / ��ᨏ� six Saturday

�l man / �Rl China Chinese

�ᨏ� bazaar / �ᨏo sell / ��ᨏma flower flower fair
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�l man / ���ᨏ� ancient times the ancients

���⩥uพ�� call / phone

���ᨏu�
call back /
phone

2.2.3 The semantic similarity translation of Chinese-Thai words

Because it is different of the description way and level of detail for the same event in news text of Chinese and Thai. It
leads to the differences of news words in the two languages. Since the WordNet could better reflect the semantic
relationship between words and the semantic information resource of the English WordNet was abundant, this paper
used the synset_id correspondence of the WordNet synonym sets of different language versions to build the
correspondence between the Chinese-Thai WordNet and the English WordNet, thus inquiring the synonymous and
part-whole semantic relationship of the Chinese-Thai words on the English WordNet.

2.2.4 The construction of two-item credible set of Chinese-Thai feature words

The trusted association rule and the maximum clique algorithm [9] construct the two-item credible set and the trusted
association rule according to the adjacency matrix. This paper did the processing of deduplication on the sequence set of
Chinese-Thai feature words generated in section 2.1, and then the paper found the Chinese words corresponded to the
Thai words according to the section 2.2.1-2.2.3, thus forming Chinese-Thai equivalent word pairs. If the unique word in
Chinese or Thai didn’t have a suitable translation item, the paper characterized it only in the form of Chinese or Thai,
thus forming a characteristic equivalent vocabulary. The vocabulary was numbered sequentially. The paper regarded the
adjacency matrix as A , the items of A as ija . Among them, i was the row index and j was the column index. They
both started from 0. i and j both represented the id of a word in the Chinese-Thai equivalent vocabulary. The id was
the characteristic equivalent word pairs of i , denoted wordi . If the part of Chinese or Thai in the equivalent word pairs
appeared in the corpus, it was considered that the equivalent word appeared. The paper constructed the ija as follows:

(1)When ji  , if the wordi appeared in the text of a document, iia + 1. If the wordi appeared in the title of a
document or the first sentence of the first paragraph, 2ija . Each document only counted once for iia , and finally the
maximum bonus was taken. For example, the wordi appeared twice in a document, once in the title and the other in the
text, this document added 2 to iia , not repetitive;

(2)When ji  , if the wordi and the wordj never appeared in the same news, the ija was 0;

(3)When ji  , if the wordi and the wordj simultaneously appeared in the title of a news text, 2ija . If the wordi

and the wordj appeared in the text or only one word appeared in the title or the first sentence of the first paragraph,
while the other word appeared in the text, 1ija . Similarly, each document only added 1 to ija and the maximum bonus
was also taken.
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The paper constructed the adjacency matrix A through the above process. iia reflected the text frequency of the
wordi appearing in the Chinese-Thai news corpus. ija reflected the text frequency of the wordi and the wordj

appearing simultaneously. The paper further constructed the two-item credible set of matrix C through the adjacency
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matrix A . The element ijc of C reflected the co-occurrence relationship of the wordi and the wordj . The initial
definition of ijc was calculated as follows:

)2(
1


ijjjii

ij
ij

aaa
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Then the paper determined the ijc was greater than the lowest confidence level or not. If the value of ijc was greater
than  , there existed a trusted relationship between the wordi and the wordj and the ijc was updated as 1, otherwise
the ijc was 0. Finally, the paper generated the two-item credible set of matrix C . The paper could find all the two-item
feature word trusted relationship sets through the traversal on the matrix C .

2.2.5 Unearthing the maximum clique of topic feature words:

The paper regarded the two-item credible set matrix generated in the progress above as 2C . Since a topic needed more
feature words to express, the paper needed to complete a credible set of items from k to 1k , that is, the matrix

1 kk CC . This paper generated the k -item credible set through the following algorithm:
(1)The initial state was 2C , which was the two-item credible set obtained through calculation;
(2)This step required setting up a generating from kC to 1kC . Firstly, the paper arbitrarily selected two k -item sets.

If the front 1k items were completely the same and the last item of the two k -item sets appeared in the two-item
credible set, the front 1k items and the last item of the two k -item sets were regarded as the candidate set of 1kC .
Then the paper determined that all other items were credible or not. If they were credible, the paper generated 1kC and
marked all of its k -item subsets. When all the work was completed, if there were k -item sets which could not be
trusted, they could not be merged.

2.3 The maximum clique topic generated the quasi maximum clique topic through clustering

This paper had a lot of topics through analyzing the topics generated in the above process. However, because the
language culture between Chinese and Thai, the translation deviation of media and the public opinion of the two
countries are different about the angle and the degree of emotional stance for the same topic, it leads to the different
representations between Chinese and Thai for the same topic, that is, the topic distributions are inconsistent. For
example, some Chinese-Thai news topics were shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The maximum clique news topic.

1. North Korea / D虠ia��Da�虠䘫, hydrogen bomb / �yDr�een�e�D��, test / 虠i�
�eo䘫r, success / ��yor��ino�iD���, arrangement / �r�arr,
security / 虠i��ㄮ虠浔i��in��䘫e䑔ㄮ�, America / ��oa�ㄮ�䘫Dn��虠i, menace /
虠i���虠�in, Russia / �ㄮoD���, Republic of Korea / D虠ia��, European Union /
oa䑔im�����, expression / 虠�‸i��‸i, condemn / ��ydin,sanction / 虠i��a
��浔

2. North Korea / D虠ia��Da�虠䘫, hydrogen bomb / �yDr�een�e�D��, test / 虠i�
�eo䘫r, China / ���, Ministry of Foreign Affairs / 虠�y���a虠i�吾‸ia��yD�㐰,
statement / ��y虠i㐰, oppose / 虠i�吾‸䘫吾㰍i�, urge / D���虠�㰍䘫a�a㰍,
denuclearization / ���a虠i�䘫i�� ���D�����L, peninsula / �iron���,
obligation / a�㰍i��t, strive / ��inm�i�in

3. Jeong-eun Kim / ��n�䘫a䘫��, North Korea / D虠ia��Da�虠䘫, international /
�ya�‸ia��yD�㐰,

test / �eo䘫r, hydrogen bomb / �yDr�een�e�D��, celebrate
/ De��ne�䘫a, commend / �虠�‸䘫a
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This paper did clustering on the topics meeting certain similarity to create a quasi maximum clique. The topic
similarity was calculated as follows:

)3(
),min(

),(sim
wjwi
wjwitopicjtopiciilarity 



Among them, wjwi  was the number of synonymous and similar words between the two topics. If there was a pair
of synonyms, 1 wjwi . If there was a pair of similar words, such as China and the United States, opposition and
condemnation, 5.0wjwi . The paper inquired the similarity of Chinese words mainly through the Word2vec. If the
similarity of the two words exceeded 0.5, the two words were similar. ),(min wjwi was the number of words in the word-
fewer document. The steps of merging maximum clique were as follows:

(1)Firstly, the paper loaded all maximum clique sets. Each group was placed into a word queue and the initial
weight of each word was counted as 1. Then the data structure was placed into a list;

(4)The paper took the first group from the list, and calculated its similarity with other groups;
(3)If they were not similar, the paper placed the first group into the result set and returned back to the step 2 to

continue;
(2)If the first group was similar with the m -th group after calculating through the formula 3, the paper did

clustering statistics on the words of these two groups. The specific practices were as follows: The weight of the same
word was added 1. Similar words were combined into a phrase, and then the weight was added 0.5. The weigh of the
words neither different nor similar was changeless. The paper filtered the word sequence after statistics and abandoned
the word whose weight was less than 1.5. The filtered phrase was added into the new group. Then the new group was
placed into the m -th position of the list and the original group was replaced. Then the paper deleted the first group and
returned back to the step 2 to continue;

(5)These steps ended until the list was empty.
The paper merged the bilingual topics whose distribution of feature words was inconsistent but satisfied the

semantic relationship through the clustering process of maximum clique. The description purity of the quasi maximum
clique topic was more higher after merger. It reduced the impact of noise word on the topic description and truthfully
represented the bilingual content of the topic between Chinese and Thai.

2.4 Personalized recommendation of topics

Now, Internet will produce massive data everyday. But people often have no way to start, in the face of a various data.
In this paper, it designed a method of Chinese-Thai bilingual topic detection online, and the method recommended the
description of expectant maximum clique topic to the user after the merger of topics. If the user is interested in a topic,
then the method pushes a maximum clique queue of the topic to the user. The method calculates the similarity between
bilingual topics of the maximum clique queue and the news corpus texts, and the news text time of the highest similarity
is defined as the topic build time. The method provides user with a topics set of the topic, sort it by topic build time.
Personalized recommendation result of the North Korea H-bomb test as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The personalized recommendation example for bilingual news.

quasi maximal group
topic

langua
ge

before clustering topic

North Korea, hydrogen
bomb,

D虠ia��Da�虠䘫[3],
�yDr�een�e�D��[3],

Chinese: 1.( 01/07/2016 08:34) North Korea, hydrogen
bomb, test, success, arrangement, security,
America, menace, Russia, Republic of Korea,
European Union, expression, condemn,
sanction

test, Thai: D虠ia��Da�虠䘫, �yDr�een�e�D��, 虠i��eo䘫r,
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虠i��eo䘫r[3],

{ America, China,
Russia,

��yor��ino�iD���, �r�arr, 虠i��ㄮ虠浔i��in
��䘫e䑔ㄮ�, ��oa�ㄮ�䘫Dn��虠i, 虠i���虠�in, �ㄮo
D���, D虠ia��, oa䑔im�����, 虠�‸i��‸i,
��ydin, 虠i��a��浔

{ ��oa�ㄮ�䘫Dn��虠i, ���,
�ㄮoD���,

Republic of Korea,
European Union },

Chinese:
2.( 01/08/2016 17:11) North Korea, hydrogen
bomb, test, China, Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
statement, oppose, urge, denuclearization,
peninsula, obligation, strive

D虠ia��,
oa䑔im�����}[3] ,

{ expression,
statement },
{ 虠�‸i��‸i,

��y虠i㐰}[1.5] ,

Thai:

D虠ia��Da�虠䘫, �yDr�een�e�D��, 虠i��eo䘫r,
���, 虠�y���a虠i�吾‸ia��yD�㐰, ��y虠i㐰, 虠i�
吾‸䘫吾㰍i�, D���虠�㰍䘫a�a㰍, ���a虠i�䘫i�� ���D�����L,
�iron���, a�㰍i��t, ��inm�i�in

{ condemn, oppose },
{ ��ydin,

虠i�吾‸䘫吾㰍i�}[1.5] ,

Chinese: 3. (01/12/2016 10:00) Jeong-eun Kim, North
Korea, international, test, hydrogen bomb,
celebrate, commend

{ celebrate, commend }
{ De��ne�䘫a,
�虠�‸䘫a}[1.5]

Thai: ��n�䘫a䘫��, D虠ia��Da�虠䘫, �ya�‸ia��yD�㐰,
�eo䘫r, �yDr�een�e�D��, De��ne�䘫a,
�虠�‸䘫a

3 Experiments and results

In order to investigate the effect of a bilingual topic for online discovery, this paper has designed two sets of tasks.1.
Through different keyword extraction methods to compare the effect of a maximum clique of bilingual topic for
discovery; 2. Compare this method with other mainstream bilingual topic discovery methods. The experimental corpus
has selected 161 bilingual topic news corpus from the internet between China and Thailand in Jan 2016, which contains
86 Chinese News and 75 Thai News. The experimental corpus involve 16 aspects of international, ASEAN, economic
and trade, cultural and entertainment four topics.

Firstly, through different keyword extraction methods to compare the effect of a maximum clique of bilingual topic
for discovery. The experiment are planed to compare the effects of generating the topic through three different ways:
TextRank keyword extraction method, mainstream TF-IDF keyword extraction algorithm and not extracting keyword.
TextRank keyword extraction method sets 5 co-occurrence window, d of the damping coefficient is 0.85, and
confidence level of credible association rule is 0.22. The evaluation indicators include the precision rate of topic
detection, recall rate and F-measure.

Table 4. Results of different extraction methods.
index

method
Precisi
on rate

Recall
rate

F-measu
re

not extracting
keyword

67.09%
73.96
%

70.35%

TF-IDF
54.62%

62.37
%

58.23%

TextRank
65.54%

72.85
%

69.03%
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Based on the Table 4, it is showed that the effect of TF-IDF keyword extraction algorithm is the worst but not
extracting key words is the best. The reason of this result is that when we use TF-IDF in a text keyword extraction
process, we need to consider the word frequency in the anti-external knowledge of other text. However, this will
inevitably result in characteristic value deviations in the process of lexical translation between Chinese and Thai. This
paper thinks that TF-IDF is not suitable to describe the task of a single text, it is suitable for the task of finding out the
characteristic of text difference. However maximum clique method need to find out the commonness between the text
from Chinese-Thai news, TextRank is more suitable for the discovery of a bilingual group than TF-IDF. Full text
vocabulary without the extraction of keywords after removal of the stop words and generating the topic of the
maximum clique contains more comprehensive information, so it’s the best. But because it also contains some noise and
translation errors, the final F value is only slightly better than TextRank. Considering that not extracting key words will
increase the dimension of adjacency matrix and the number of translation disambiguation, which greatly increased time
complexity. In this paper, we use TextRank keyword extraction method to generate topic.

In order to verify the effectiveness and performance of this experiment, Experiment 2 is based on machine
Translation k-means [16] text clustering and bilingual LDA [4,5] to compare the method of this paper with the
mainstream of bilingual topic. The text clustering and bilingual LDA methods need to point out the number of K values
in advance, K value is set to 16. This paper select 621 on the Chinese encyclopedia Chinese-Thai parallel texts from
China Radio International as the training data set of LDA model. K/50 ， 01.0 . LDA method can only filter the
topic distribution probability weight of more than 0.03 of document.

Table 5. Results of bilingual topic detection methods.

Index
Method

Precision
rate

Recall
rate

F-measu
re

Consum
ing time

Text
Clustering
(k-means)

51.89% 45.31% 48.37% 819.53s

Bilingual
LDA

62.13% 69.20% 65.46% 118.72s

TextRank 65.54% 72.85% 69.03% 96.48s

We can find out the Table 5:
(1)The method of this paper is the highest value of F, then bilingual LDA , the last is text clustering. When we use

the text clustering, we need to compare the similarity between the topic vector and the document vector and the
document vector. Due to the feature vector clustering on text level need to cross, it inevitably increases the noise
characteristics and translation errors.

(2)The effect of bilingual LDA bilingual topic discovery is not very ideal. The analysis considers that the training
data set of LDA does not cover all the topic distribution and its ability to discover new topics is poor. Each of these
topics has a fixed number of words, while the topic in the actual description of the number is not fixed. The alignment
effect of the bilingual topic is entirely dependent on the quantity and quality of the training set of the LDA parallel
corpus. Despite the massive collection of Chinese-Thai News parallel text training topic model can improve the F value
of bilingual LDA, the Internet Chinese-Thai parallel corpus, especially news parallel corpus resources are scarce and we
need to invest more in human and linguistic knowledge. The instability of quality parallel materials influence the effect
of bilingual LDA.

(3)In time complexity, the method is the lowest. Owing to the extraction of the keywords of the news document, we
can significantly reduce the number of word processing objects and do not need to carry out the convergence process of
k-means and LDA text iteration. This method is most suitable for a bilingual online topic discovery application.

4 Conclusion
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In this paper, we cluster the cross language words to generate a bilingual topic through maximal cluster. The method of
this paper is a reasonable solution to the problem of the distribution of the topic in the bilingual environment and it is
effective to solve the traditional topic detection methods to estimate the number of topics at the same time. The best
results are obtained when the time complexity is lowest. This method provides a reasonable way of thinking for the
application of bilingual topic on line. The next step is to consider the time factor into the topic discovery model and
research the more reasonable way to solve a topic distribution of feature words inconsistent problem. We look forward
to a better effect on the discovery of bilingual topics.
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